Conference Boasts Noted Speakers
Program Arranged for
Coming Wom en's Conference
Jane Kresge, University of Wis
consin senior, wifl keynote the first
annual careers conference for worn«
en at Lawrence which is scheduled
V O L . 67, N O . S
L A W R E N C E C O L L E G E , A P P L E T O N , W IS .
Friday. October 2 4 ,1 9 4 7
for all day next Friday, October 31*
at the First Methodist church. Jane
is chairman of the careers conterence on the Madison campus.
She will be accompanied by Phyl
lis Rasmussen, chairman of the
Studios Commence
university conference last year, and
Elizabeth Adams, a chairman ou
Work October 28
both conference committees.
Second semester' sophomore, junFinal plans for the day have
ior, and senior pictures will be takfUI [nu.*a,''c\
events scheduled to begin at 8:45 in the morn*
en for the “ Ariel
>eginning nex jng General chairman is Nancjr
Tuesday, October 28. at the F. J. |Moran who has worked with a
Pechman studio, 127} E College Sl?-able committee in conjunction
|with Miss Wollaeger.
avenue
All students have baoo ixcttM i
To make an appointment for his from Friday classes and Meredith
sitting, each student is asked to fill Plier has worked out a system of
out the form provided on an inside attendance. Each girl will sign a
page of this issue and deposit it at slip as she enters each of the lecthe Ariel office in the basement of,lures she attends; it is expected
Main Hall by noon on Saturday.
(that a girl will go to from three to
As an aid in making out the ap- four speeches,
pointmcnl schedule it is asked that
After the formal speech, the
a choice of three different hours be speaker and the most interested
listeners will adjourn to conferenee
indicated ou the blank.
Senior photographs will be taken rooms for more informal discus*
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Octo sion.
ber 28 and 29. from 8:30 a. m.-12:00, The program for the day is.
12:30-5:00. and 5:30-8.00 p m and 8:45 Speech of welcome, Jane
Kresgo.
on Thursday morning, October 30. i
9:00 Education
Mr. George Wal
from 8:30-12:00.
ter, assistant professor of
Pictures will be taken at ten min
education, Lawrence college.
ute intervals.
Hostess: Tekla Bekkedal. Dis
Second semester sophomore and
cussion, room 205.
junior pictures will be taken Thurs-| 9 30 Journalism and advertising-*
day afternoon and evening, October:
M im s
Helen Wells, Women’s
M A K I N G P L A N S FO R H O M E C O M IN G — T h e two Homecoming chairmen, Tom Edgerton 30, from 12:30-5:00 and 5:30-8:00
Page editor, Chicago Hcraldp. m The remaining junior pic
American, Chicago, Illinois.
Ond Je a n Friskey, are making plans for the Homecoming celebration on Nov. 8.
tures will Ik * completed on Monday
Hostesses: F.va Hirsch and
and Tuesday of the following week.
Shirley Hanson. Discussion,
November 3 and 4, from 8:30-12.00.
room 202
10.00 Social Work — Miss Roberta
12:30-5:00. and 5:30-8 00
Neill, of the Family Service,
men and women have conferences on careers next friday, see page 1
For the pictures, girls are asked.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Host
and page 4.
to wear white blouses and dark
esses: Marjorie Jam es and
forever amber glows nt iio. read don jones' column on page 4 for the skirts and men are to wear suits
latest in movies
Nancybelle Beckham. Discus
and ties.
sion, room 203,
what do they say about education? don't miss the “ lawrentian’s" novel
Present second semester sopho
new column of quotations,
mores will appear in the junior 10:30 Merchandising Mr. Jerry At
Lawrentians got ready to wel- vikes hit the road again, see page 5.
kinson, general merchandis
class section in the Ariel as they
come back alumni and old friends rovmg reporter asks what lawrentians think about proportional repre will be in that class when the book
ing manager, H. C. Prange
this week as homecoming co-chair
company, Green Bay, Wis
sentation and got some verrry sur is distributed in spring.
men Jean Friskey and Tom Edgerconsin. Hostesses: Marcia For
prising answers! see page 7.
Seniors
desiring
graduation
por
'ton announced the official home- contributor deadline is december 10. plan now. page 2.
man and Gloria Haslam. Dis
•oming schedule. It is as follows: are you photogenic? fill out a blank and get your pix took for the traits will receive six proofs from
cussion, room 204.
which
to
make
their
selection.
A
11 (H) Music Education Miss Mar
F rid a y , Novem ber 7:
“aeriel". see page 7.
ian Gcrlack, supervisor of
6:45 p. m. The pep band will lead the judge chose the members of the concert choir this week se<‘ page 2. deposit of $5 00 is required which
music, Appleton high school.
were you sad when you read the editorial last week? read this week's covers the cost of the Ariel print
all students to the chapel.
and
one
8 x10 enlargement. The de-j
Hostesses: Carroll Hedges and
and you’ll see that there’s some
7:00 p. m. The pep rally will start
posit may also be applied to a
Marycllen Jensen. Discussion,
hope, page 8
with the traditional pajama parade 1
larger order.
room 205.
of freshman girls Co-football cap- editorial board has something to say about pep too interested, hunun?
The cost of the junior pictures112 00 Luncheon at Brokaw
see page 8
'tains Carl Giordana and Bill B u r
will be $2 00 for four proofs and
ton will then introduce the foot
the gloss print for the Ariel. Sen 1:30 Radio Miss Nancy Grey, di
ball team. This presentation will
rector of the women's depart
iors not desiring a graduation por
be followed by a speech by Coach
ment,
W TM J,
Milwaukee,
trait may choose this offer. If a
Bernie Heselton.
Wisconsin. Hostesses: Nancy
major retouching job is necessary
8:00 p. m. Students will adjourn,
Schuetter and Pat llamar.
the charge will be fifty cents addi
to the tennis courts for the launch
Discussion, room 201
tional. Reprints may also be had
ing of the raft, and immediately,
2 00 Economics
Dr. Ruth Shallon junior pictures.
'after will take part in the torch
cross, research associate. The
A
schedule
of
appointments
will
parade down College avenue.
Institute of Paper Chemistry,
be posted both on the Ariel door
9:30-11:30 p. m. Dance at the cam
Appleton. Hostesses: Michael
Henry G. Leach, distinguished and on the bulletin board on the
Porges and Betty Kieffer.
pus gymnasium.
First Scrimmages
first
floor
of
Main
hall
Monday
Discussion, room 203
Saturday, November 8
American journalist, educator, and
morning.
Held This Week
2:30 Girl Scout Work Miss Elea9:30 a. m. Floats will assemble on
student of foreign relations, will
nor Schmitt, community ad
Park Street for the Homecoming1
Bill Beringer. John Fillion. H,H compare Scandinavian and Amerivisor on the National Field
parade.
can democracy next Thursday dur
Staff of the American G irl
10 (H) a. m. The parade will get Higgins and Nancy Moran were
ing convocation in Lawrence chap
Scouts, Chicago, Illinois. Hos
O fficia lly under way.
I named to the debate committee ol el.
tesses: Ruth Broderick and
2:00 p. m. Homecoming game controi iast week; as a steering
Appearing under the auspices of
Vivian Grad.v Discussion, rin.
against Beloit. At the half the group they will formulate policy thc American Scandinavian foun
103
thirty members of the pep band, in anfj assist Mr. Carl Schocnberger. dation. Dr. Leach will discuss sev- The Student Christian association
3 00 Psychology in Business Ad
will
hold
another
of
its
half
hour
nniform, will do formation march- debate and public discussion coach, eral controversial aspects of his
ministration and Personnel —
ing. Also at this time the awards in initiating practice sessions.
topic, particularly those of econo“ | vesper services on Sunday, October
Miss Betty Darling, person
for floats and house decorations
First practice sessions were held niics. He will point out how Scan- , 2fi, at 4:30 at the Episcopal church.
nel representative for wom
¡The
readers
will
be
Robert
Fred
Will be presented
on Wednesday of this week. More dinavian institutions are not suben Kimberly-Clark corpora
9:00 p. m. Homecoming dance at than fifteen speaking aspirants gave j ect to violent political changes as erick. Robert Nolan and Rosalie
tion, Neenah, Wisconsin Hos
Jeanette Belluche has
Alexander gymnasium
constructive speeches and then had ¡n
United States, and whv this i Keller.
tesses: Karen Christiansen
10:30 p. m. Thc program will be-|Chances to refute thc logic and ar- |ins resulted in the establishment of I charge of special vocal and organ
and Jeanne F.rrnel. Discus
¡music.
Along
with
the
readings
and
gin
gument of other speakers.
Mr democratic life more rapidly than
sion, room 204
music,
there
will
be
sufficient
time
10:45 p. m. The Homecoming Schocnberger and the committee here.
3 30 Nursing
Miss Anita Kiel/.«
queen will be presented.
man, nurses recruiting offi
judged them on ability to line up Another point which Dr Leach [ for meditation.
cer, State Board of Health,
arguments and present cases and will emphasize is the difference in 1 The last service of this kind was
Madison, Wisconsin. Hostess
rebuttal
political outlook toward the future held in the Presbyterian church on
es: Joan Ladwig and Donna
Next the more polished and ex by A nr*« ricans and citizen«'of north-1° ctolK‘r 5 ^ ic ip a t o r s in that serHibicki. Discussion, room 205.
perienced of the speakers will work ern Europe “ Our conservatives feel! vice were Vnginia Millis, Jean
on the national question concern that their useful function is rriti-! Trautmann. Jean Kiss, Rhoda Cook 4:45 Tea at Sage.
7 00 Marriage
Mrs.
Alathrna
ing world government in prepara- cism of the progress of the nation and Robert Nolan
Friday, Oct. 24
Smith, consulting psyeholotion for the first appearance of the regardless of formulas,” he has de-1
Campus Club tea
gist, Lakehluff school. Shoregroup, temporarily scheduled for clared “ Scandinavia stems from the
Saturday, Oct. 25
wood.
Wisconsin
Hostess:
next month.
Football away—Coe
past but what counts now is the fuPhyllis Lever»‘n/.. Discussion,
Other speakers will be given help ture."
Theta formal
chapel
to bring them to a higher degree oi
Kappa Delta party
Dr. Leach has studied extensiveAll of the conference sessions w ill
skill. They, too, will have ample Iv at Princeton, Harvard, Groton.| President Nathan M Pusey will be held at the Methodist church
Sunday, Oct. 26
Delta Gamma party
opportunity to appear in public this Oslo, Copenhagen, Stockholm, and deliver the sermon at the Congre- with the exception of the evening
Thursday. Oct. 30
year.
¡Upsula universities. For 18 years, gational church on All-college Sun- speaker who will appear in t.ho
SC A vespers
The hoard and Mr. Schocnberger jfrom 1922 to 1940, he edited thc day, Oct. 20. Rev. Dascomb Forbush Lawrence Memorial chapel
Convocation—Dr. Henry Goddard are considering several possibilities ¡“ Forum and Century Magazine." has invited all fraternity, sorority
Speakers who will stay overnight
Leach
for delegations to go to tournaments Under his direction, the publication and independent groups to attend are to be housed in private homes.
Christian Science lecture
on other campuses and the sponsor- increased its circulation from 2.000,the services at 11 o'clock,
Houses meetings to supply inforFriday. Oct. 31
ing of a contest here at Unwrence to 100 000. and earned the title from This custom was started several mation about the conference are
Careers conference
Such plans are still in the nuclear Carl Sandburg as “ the barometer oLyears ago and has proven very pop- planned for women's dormitories
‘ular with Lawrence students.
stagc of development.
learly next week.
American intelligence,”
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W aterm an Chooses Traveling
Choir During Past W eek

Teacher Training
Talks Draw Pusey
To Meet in East
President Nathan M. Pusey will
leave next Thursday to meet with
32 other leading American college
officials and educators at Lake Mohonk, New York, October 30-No
vember 2. The Lawrence president
will be the only delegate from a
college in the western United
States.
Tlie conference has been organ
ized for the discussion of problems
related to the preparation and train
ing of teachers in American col
leges. It is being sponsored by the
presidents of Vassar, Colgate and
Swarthmore, the dean of Columbia,
and the Edward W. Hazen founda
tion.
Primarily, the
representatives
will attempt to develop agreement
as to the means by which the qual
ity of instruction in American col
leges can be raised.

Members of the a capella choir
*w*re chosen this w«“ek by Dean
Carl Waterman. The choir will tour
Milwaukee and Chicago this Feb
ruary ab part of its annual trip and
fti already pr(*pariag for the tour.
As a part of rehearsals it is also
preparing to sing the ,rMessiah” on
Contact Speakers
December 7.
For Exhibitions
The complete choir list at present
is as follows:
Tom Dietrich, instructor ua the
Sopranos: Rhoda Cook, Barbara
Donahue, Jean Eiss, Marilyn Eric- art department, will give a demonsoii, Carole Finley, Joan Huus, Ar- stration in water color technique at
lone I-irson, Mary learners, Virginia
Millis, Patricia McDonald, Evelyn the fust open meeting of the Law 
Mularkcy, June Peare, Evelyn Rus- rence Art association, scheduled for
•ell, Nancy Stolp, Florence Ander next Tuesday, October 28, at 7 p.
son,
Karen Christiansen. Lynn m., in the art history lecture room
Gordon. Maryellcn of Main hall. A business meeting
Forde, Betty
Jensen, Phyllis Leverenz, Jean land refreshments will follow.
Speakers are being contacted for
Raritke, Betty Van Horne, Mary
four or more additional demonstra
Jeanne Welker.
Altos: Carroll Hedges, Patricia tions on Sunday afternoons through
Hin/., Marjorie James, June Jaeckel, out the year. The association is
Mary Schubert, Nan Vnesmann. obtaining prominent artists in oil "Education and the
Helen Jane Walki'r. Jeanette Bel-[painting, sculpture, cartooning, pho- Community" Is Theme
hiche,
Marjorie Bliese, Vivian tography, art history and
anc typograGrady, Patricia
Hainar, Shirley phy to insure a balanced
ed program Of Misner Address
Hanson, Coralynn Manchee, Judith
Possibilities include Dr. James
Dr. Paul J. Misner, superintend
Nichol, Helen Jane Schuyler.
Watrous of the art history depart
Tenors: Kenneth Diein. Francis ment, University of Wisconsin; Miss ent of schools at Glencoe, 111., will
speak at 8:15, October 27, in the
C o o k . Jim Campbell,
. .. Richard Har
i. Mary B. Morrison, pe rsonality phoris, Biuce^ C ampbell, Phd Clark, tography of the University of Chi Appleton auditorium. The talk is
Robert Peterson, Donald Swenson, cago; Clayton Chores, sculpture, of sponsored by educational groups in
Cieorge Timmer, Wei ton Fireham- Beloit college; Al Capp, cartoonist; Appleton and the AAUW . Dr. Misner’s topic is “The Community’s
mer, John Haugner, Ray Jones, A. Lewis, political cartoonist for the Responsibility to Education”. Pre
George I.irsen, Robert Partridge.
ceding the talk the senior high
Milwaukee Journal; and others.
Basses: Robert Barnes, Maurice
school chorus under the direction
*i
u r*
. John
i i
u
i i The
Art association,
Brown, t.
Bob
Dietz,
Harris,
. . I^iwrence
,
„ ____
■_ ____
of Miss Marian Gerlach, will sing.
...... . Jnri'.’mon. Itave Klm k. l.
for" T j
“ including
. ° E 5 ; * All Lawrentians are invited to at
It.,l>ert Nolan, Geoiye McClellan .,“ 11 *«tere.t«l »tudenU.
req- tend. There w ill be no charge for
George Miotke, Bruce Buchanan,. freshmen,
,
« who
. . . need not have
.
_...
the program.
Walter Chilsen. George Frederick. u 1* 1*08
talent or aptitude., i y
Scott Hunsberger, John Muehlstein.
dues a semester «»re assesht p. m. on pertinent Tuesdays. Hob
Wallace Schmidt, Robert D a w l e y , all members.
by work shops will meet on Thurs
I>on Waterman, George Vanderl ln addition to the demonstrations, day evenings.
Weyden, and I,eon Villard.
business meetings will be held at 7 The association, which fosters interi^st in the art program of the
year, also may help with art exhibits. Sponsors are Charles Mattoon
Brooks. Gabriel Jones and Mr. Dietrich of the art department.
Betty Wheeler is president of the
organization, vice president is Mau
rice Brown; the secretary and pro
gram chairman is Vivian Grady;
Marian Stover is treasurer; and the
publicity chairman is Nancy Mor
an.
Member» of the poster subcommittec are Nancy Ballou, Vivian
Grady and Gloria Gronholm.

Art Club to
M eet Tuesday

'Invitation
To
Romance'

Scholarshipsare
GivenGraduates
By Pepsi Cola
Any College Student
In U. S. Is Eligible
To Apply for Gront

'Career Conference
Speakers to Eat
A t Dormitories
Lawrence women w ill have a n
opportunity to become better a«»
quainted with their favorite career*
conference speakers by eating lurvcl*
with them at noon on the confe*»
ence day, Friday, October 31.
To facilitate seating, lists will be
posted on the Main hall bulletin
board on Monday with the names oi
the speakers. The first six girls to
sign each list will be able to lunch
with that speaker.
Exchanges will be made for those
who eat in the campus dorms. Town
girls will pay for their own mealc.
Those who are eating with the I
speakers will meet in designated«:
rooms on first floor Brokaw, where
lunch is to be served at 12:00
o'clock, and w ill enter the dining
room with their respective groups.

Twenty-six new graduate fellow
ships, each oI which will pay full
tuition and $750 a year for three
years, are being offered to college
seniors this year for the first time
by
the Pepsi-Cola scholarship
board.
Like the four-year-old Pepsi-Cola
four-year college scholarship pro
gram, winners of which are now at
tending 152 college, this new fellow
ship program has as its purpose the
discovering of students of unusual
ability and helping them to secure
further education. Both programs
are administered by an indepen
dent group of educators known as
the Pepsi-Cola scholarship board
and are offered as a service to
American youth by the Pepsi-Cola
company upon the recommendation
of its president, Walter S. Mack. Jr.
December 10 Named
Any college student who will re
ceive a bachelor’s degree during the
As Final Date for
school year 1947-48 from a college
or university in the United States
Contributors
may apply for one of the new fel
lowships, according to an announceDecember 10 is the deadline for
ment made by John M Stalnaker. written and art work to be printed
professor of psychology at Stanford m the first semester edition of the
University and director of the Pep- -Contributor." student edited litersi-Cola scholarship program. Winpublication, announces Ph villa
ners will be selected on the basis of Leverenz, editor.
their
promise
of
outstanding
Fictitious names are to appear
achievement in later life as evi on all pages of written work sub
denced by their undergraduate rec mitted, to insure absolute impartial
ords and recommendations as to ity in selection. A submitter w ill
character, personality, and qualities wrjte his real name only on the
°
tM * 1,s
announcement enVeiope, to be coupled there with
" , " r si ips ,Wl1' **■ the fictional on». He can Bive hta
limited to those students who have contribution to any membt.r
lhe
f,naricja| need.
English department or to any one
at
— **
- connected with the student board,
sional school in the United SUUes' The type oi work wught runs th»
or Canada and In any field of study . * ? '™ 1 ' rom
««ay*, short
which will lead to an M A , Ph D . “ T ' hu.moro'1! work an<l ',’'‘rnry
___
M D___
. or ____
other____
advanced profession-cr“ ,c*sm. '°, arl anUcum
Variety
al degree! Fellowship hoiders must an?f originality of approach and e *.
enter graduate schools no later than
handling the medium
the fall of 1948 and they must pur- are *mP ° rtant factors leading to
selection.
Art contributions which must be
limited to black and white pen and
ink drawings, may be submitted lo
Mr. Thomas Dietrich of the art de
partment and Bob
Brcbner. art
editor, for judging.
C H R IS T IA N S C IE N C E :
Members of the “ Contributor*
staff who will accept material ii>the Religion of Friendship and Heoling
• etude Phyllis, the editor, and Nancy
Wood, Roger Christiansen, George
R O BER T S. V A N A T T A , C. S.,
Baumbach, Shirley
Hanson and
s I Rochester, N. ¥.
John Forde. associate editors
Member of the Board of Lectureship of The
The "Contributor” name was re
Mother Church, The First Church of Christ,
cently substituted for the former
title of the publication, “ The Ja c k 
Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts.
pot,” which was thought by the
editors not to be representative
L A W R E N C E M E M O R IA L C H A P E L
of the character of the magazine.

Contributor
SetsDeadline
For Material

Free Ledere Or Christian Science !
Subject

Lecturer

Piote

Thursday, Octobcr 30, 1947 at 8:15 P.M .
M o k e this yeor *be
best yeor ever . . .

Tim e

Voo and v w ir friends are cordially invited
to attend.

In our new form ols
that ore so
fem inine,

Under the auspices of FIR S T CHURCH OF
CHRIST, SCIEN TIST, Appleton

b e a u tifu l,

and flottenng.

Select your frock
fo dance and
romance tfr* yeor
through.

Singled Out For You
OH L A D Y BE GOOD
Frocrk^e Lome
AS SW EET AS YOU ARE

A rt Lund
S A V E T H E B O N t S FO R H E N R Y J O N E S
M e rc e r & K ing Cole T rio

sue a continuous and normal pro
gram of work.
Six winners w ill be chosen by
selection committees of professor»
from each of four geographic re
gions, and two negro winners will
be selected from graduates of ne
gro colleges in the United States.
Negro seniors in other colleges will
be eligible for the six fellowship»
to be awarded in that particular re
gion.
Seniors who wish to apply for
tain application forms from the
one of these fellowships may obdean of their individual colleges or
by writing to the Pepsi-Cola schol
arship board, 532 Emerson street,
F*alo Alto, California. Completed
applications with official transcript«
of credits and other required infor
mation must be received by the
board not later than January 1,
1948 Winners w ill be announced
March 15.

M Y M O T H E R 'S E Y E S

W a rn e r Bros.

Nellie Lutcher
J A L O U S IE

Herbie F»elds

R I O THEATRE
---- NOW ---C O i O •

GRACE’S APPAREL SHOP
110 N. ONEIDA ST.

FARR’S MELODY SHOP

OY

K C N N I C O I O I

u m ilili 1MMII
li N O a

D A P N f ll

. (O R M I

V / tlD I

Prices This Picture Only

.76

1.20

M A T IN EE
EV EN IN G
(Including Tax)

Spanish Club Holds
Sorority Pledge Formal
First Meeting of Year
Holds Weekend Spotlight in
Campus Social Activities
Theta pledges are to be formally
presented at the second annual
friedge formal, which is to be held
Saturday night. Joan Ladwig, Theta
•ocial chairman, announced this
Week that the dance will be held at
ftiverview country club, and that
M r and Mrs. H. G. Jones and Mr.
and Mrs. LaVahn Maesch are to be
the party chaperones. Dancing from
9 until 12 will be highlighted by the
music of Jimmie James and his or
chestra.
Sue Lebedeff is in charge of pro
grams; Jane Herren heads the
dame committee; decorations are
tinder Sally Wood's direction; Sara
Denman is responsible for refresh
ments; and Bobbie Stoppenbach
made the arrangements at the club.
New Theta pledge officers are as
follows: president, Donna Barnes;
Vice president, Carol Grimes; secre
tary. Carol Ebert; treasurer, Doro
thy Beltz; social chairman, Doro
thy Williams; scrap book chairman.
Barbara Johansen; marshalls, Nan
cy Ross and Helen Munson; and ac
tivities chairman, Barbara Stern
A. D. Pi
The ADPi's are planning their
pledge formal for the weekend of
November 22.
. Newly elected pledge officers are:
president, Virginia O'Rourke; sec
retary. Margaret Dehr; and treas
urer. Jeannine Larson.
D. G.
Sunday, October 26. the DG’s are
planning a scavenger hunt for their
pledges, with clothing for over-

Lawrentians
M ake "Ethics"
Three Lawrentians arc represent
ed in the October issue of “ Ethics,"
an international journal of social,
political and legal philosophy.
T h j' centennial commencement
address ‘ Adventures in Faith and
Work'* given on June 8 by Gordon
R Clapp. '27. is reprinted in the
anaga/me. Clapp, chairman of the
Tennessee Valley Authority, was
given an honorary degree at the
centennial exercises.
Everett W. Hall, a graduate in
W2'.\ and a former member of the
Lawrence philosophy department,
h represented by an article “ Stev
enson on Disagreement in attitude,
a discussion of an important recent
work on ethics and language. Hail
is now chairman of the department
Of philosophy at the state univeraity of Iowa.
Herbert Spiegelberg. associate
professor of philosophy at Law 
rence, is author of an article titled
“Indubitables in Ethics: A Carte
sian meditation" The article deals
with applying Descartes’ method of
universal doubt to ethics.

Friday, October 24, 1947

The Spanish club will hold its Sounding Off
first meeting of the year, Wednes
day. October 29. at 7:00 p. m. A s yet
no room has been decided upon for
the meeting. All former members
seas as the object of the search. of the club and students of the pres
Helen Spalding and Audrey Chis- ent Spanish classes are welcome.
b y M - rrry j e a n c x i r k
well, the party chairmen, are pre The club is sponsored by Miss Kath
Since women were given equal
leen Joyce and Miss Yvonne Duffy.
paring refreshments in the rooms as
rights with men. they have come to
a reward.
our institutions of higher learning
The homecoming chairman and
with one idea in mind. If this fails,
float chairman, are Pauline Schu
berth and Diane Drake respectively.
they become career women.
The new pledge officers are: presi
Next week on our very own camp
dent. Nancy Fry; vice president,
us. women will be devoting one en
Jean McNicol; secretary, JoAnn
tire day to a survey of fields open
Mahnke; and treasurer, Jean Good
win. The social chairmen for the
Art is the subject of this squib, to women after college. We plan to
year are “ Skip” Wild and Barbara and no doubt it will result in a present here and now some of those
Struening.
good deal of heated debate. The important occupations that are all
Best wishes to Jean Schonberg gist of the matter is that the li
and Delt Ralph Hauert who have brary recently compiled the num too often overlooked by young
announced their engagement.
ber of pictures drawn from the art women struggling to become fa
Alpha Chi
rental library; the results will be mous.
Flag pole painting: To really gain
Congratulations to the new Alpha surprisin to none but the girls.
Chi pledges: Pauline Kokke of For this latest announcement from a prospective on this job. a woman
Kimberly. Corinne Rinkob of Bara- the libe presents, for all the world must reach the top. This is best
boo. and Yvonne Jobclius of Apple to see, the fact that Lawrence men done when she applies her talent
ton.
seem more appreciative of art than freely to her work. Requirements
for this profession are few but de
K . D.
do the girls
Saturday from 7:30 to 12:30, the
Although the feminine popula manding. Recommended book for
K D 's are entertaining at their an tion may well be proud that they
nual hayride and record dance to drew a total of sixty-one paintings,
be held at the Knights of Pythias the girls, nevertheless, should be
hall Working with Joanne Joyce, scandalized to learn that the men,
the chairman, are Jo Strathearn, in with the aid of the men's dorms
charge of the countrified decora and fraternity houses, drew 145
A business meeting of Eta Signia
tions. and a group of the pledges, paintings. The complete statistics
who are planning warm refresh on this altogether unbelievable Phi, the classical language frater
phenomenon are as follows: Indi nity, was held October 14, at which
ments.
Congratulations to Phyllis Worm vidual men rented 105 pictures; time the officers for the year were
These
include:
Jane
wood. the new Town Girls’ repre women, 38; fraternity houses, 35; elected.
sentative to L.W.A. Newly appoint women's dorms, 23; men's dorms, 5. Straub, vice president; Barbara
ed officers are: Phyllis Wormwood, The total number pictures rented Genrich, secretary; Arthur Free
man, treasurer; and William Berassistant secretary; Margery Bliese, was 206
inger, “ Nuntius” correspondent.
The
library
also
announces
that
assistant song chairman; and Betty
In December they will have their
there are many pictures that
Vines, social service chairman.
may still be withdrawn, at 25 cents first social function, the Saturnalia
Sig Ep
banquet. This spring they are
Dewey Hodgon has announced a per semester. Town students as well
planning a meeting with the high
as
campus
residents
may
use
this
Sig Ep Halloween party at the
school I «it in students
house for this Saturday evening, rental service
when the Sig Eps will do their an
nual ‘•spooking.’’
Quite a splash was made last Sun
day. when the actives and pledges
held a swimming party out at the*
pool

W hat Can a Wom an Do: A Very
Comprehensive Study in Career

Wanna Pic?
Rent One
In Library

Eta Sigma Phi
Elects New Officers

Delts

Congratulations to Delts Rob
Belle and Russ Dudley who wore
initiated Monday night.
Betas

Colonel Clifford Gregg, national
general secretary of Beta Theta Pi.
and Director of the Field Museum
in Chicago, was the speaker at the
Gamma P i chapter's pledge banquet
held at the Riverview country club
last Tuesday.
Congratulations to Beta Gordon
Alston, who recently won the after
noon physical education tennis
championship.
A pin serenade was held last Sun
day at Sage in honor of Dot Swan
son. pinned to Ramsey Forbush.
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study is entitled “ How To Reach the
Top.”
A second occupation often (and
sometimes wisely) left unmentioned
is that of “ line-drawer.” Many peo
ple actually do not realize what
skill is taken to line all the paper
that goes into our looselcaf note
books A firm hand and teetotaler
attitude are needed more than any
thing else in this job. The text for
this course is entitled “The Straight
And Narrow Path.”
Long known as definitely a won»*
an's occupation is that of “ calsupsavmg.” Exclusive restaurants en*ploy steady-handed women for the
behind-the-scenes job of getting the
last bit of catsup out of the bottle.
This proves to be a difficult, but in
triguing, task. A prerequisite for
the position is a course in home
nursing.
Women of college caliber are now
being accepted and gradually re
placing men in the field of ‘‘kleenex-folding.” Each piece of inocfchandkerchief must be folded by
hand and interlocked with the nexL
Woman seems to have this dexter
ous knack by nature, since the pro
cedure has been proved similar lo
one called “ changing the baby.”
So gradually women are coming
into their own. Everywhere yo«
turn you can find occupations that
only a woman would take—that ta,
could handle. We can foresee tf»e
result already. Every week momma
will bring home the pay-check and
papa will take out his grocery
money and return the remainder to
momma for an orgy down at
lady's Millinerv.

There are More Ways than One
to Make the Grade at College
T o ke that g a l's m ind o ff her
books w ith sm artly styled clothes from our
collection
T h e y 're as basic
as the alp h ab et for m a k in g
high grades . . . in p op u larity!
Keyed to c.impus living, these 100%
wool pull-over sweaters by “ Re
vere.” Cleverly knit with “ V ” neck
line. In bright shades of yellow,
scarlet, natural, green or blue.
Choose several at i h i s l o w price

P U I.HI S

The following men were initiated
into Mu chapter of Phi Kappa Tan
this week: Charles Devendorf. Rob
ert Hittle. Herman Kloppmann,
Merritt Olson. Jerome Pubantz.
Melvin Seibel, and Ixic Yurkowitz

S5.9S

M eat as a new h aircu t, ch a lk stripe
trousers exp ertly tailo red of 1 0 0 %
wool.
In rich shades of brown
or grey.
C o m fo rta b ly cut
and cle ve rly styled,

$13 95
Other chalk Stripe* in brown and blue

*10.95

S la ck Sox
Colorful and comfortable, theve
dandy socks in wool and cotton
mixture. They’ll wear well and
wash w o n d e r f u l l y . . . and
there’s a grand variety of colors
. all brightly combined in
blazer stripes. Size II to 13

M| go a ll out for Dentyne Chewing Gum !1
“ Excua* i«, plaaae— but I’ll come flying anytime
anybody offer* me Dentyne Chewing Gum!
That *l«an-ta*ting, lony-laatin« flavor i* out of
ihit world, and Dentyn* *ure help* keep teeth
whit*.”
Dentyn* Gum— Made Only by Adams

79c pr.

M e n ’* Furnishings — Street F lo a t

i i d ^ ß u u ta e d a

Rosy Glow Comes Careers for
To Appleton as
Lecture Thursday
Men to be
The Case of the Deaf Son, or
“Christian Science: The Religion " A m b d * " P lo V S R lO
of Friendship and Healing" is the |
'
title of the free lecture to be givDON JO N ES
. Discussed
33 Years and a W rong Camera en at Lawrence Memorial chapel
Wilbur G. Katz, Dean of the Uni
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,

i Kio. “ Fo rever Amber^

Thurs-Wed.

With only a quick reading of
on Thursday evening, October 30,1
Traffic stopped on College avenue
versity of Chicago law school wiH
Miss Windsor’s novel to back us up
. wick HKi, Thursday « 1040 t o n ,- 1' “ » » ' <hal *h' * ™ “ P p h o to K rn p h s ;g;1¡. p
we
will
try
to
give
you
the
low<•«'■»«
the keynote address to a t» *
Robert S. Van Atta, C S., the lec
mu faces ogled a crudely con 'which we took yesterday of the
down in the *»m which is b l a z i n g •>« ‘*>e Lawrence college c a re « ,
faculty, turer, comes from Rochester, New
structed camera from the swaying I<awrence students and
York, and is a member of the Board a trail at the Rio this week. There, conference lor men next fn d a *
tieii'hlK of a deplorably engineered ¡have been a complete failure,
grandstand in front of the Law-| It was a matter of too many of Lectureship of the Mother is no doubt that the book and movie |morning. His address w ill be g i„.
nnce college chapel Little chil- cooks spoil the broth ” I have had Church, The First Church of Christ, will be quite diflerent - il y o u en at 9 o’clock in the Lawrence
<|ren, overwhelmed by the s p e c ;my son helping me; and while he Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts. know what I mean* The press r e - , memorial chapel and w ill introduce
In arranging for the lecture, the
tacle left the protection of their is capable of operating this camera
leases Irom the producer say that,the men students to the conferenw
loving mothers* arms and ran j o y - j himself, we “ slipped up ’ when we members of First Church of Christ,
it is an e x t r a v a g a n z a ! Since the and to the program lor the day.
Scientist,
of
Appleton,
believe
they
folly pell mell in anticipation of the both operated it I had taken the
_
movie is opening
all over the coun- After Katz's introduction, Nor
great event which was about to o c - t w o “shots, ’ and I gave him are providing a means for reach _________
ing
many
people
with
answers
to!try
week,
press releases are all man E. Jansen, who is the corpo
eur Old and young alike paused the film box for him to thread a
anomentarily from their toil as the the film before handing it to him, freqeunt questions about Christian !We have to go on. As far as we can rate training supervisor in the in
___ ___ ___ ___ __________ ___ _ Science—what it teaches, how it'find out the picture hasn’t opened
» ro hour approached
a,»d told him so However, he is
...
. . . . Ihard of "hearing, arid” did not hear Iheals, why thousands have becomein any of the l a r g e cities yet, so you dustrial relations department oi
Tension mounted «is tnt aistin- ^
^ opened the film box to re-1 its adherents. A cordial welcome is will have something to write home Kimberly-Clark
corporation
at
fuished looking photographer la move the film, and there was the'extended to the puplic to attend thejabout if y o u s e e it. With its i^terKimberly, Wis., and an economics
boriously mounted the perch on
esting
historical
background,
“
Am
filrn completely exposed to the free lecture.
which the camera resolutely stood,
ber" should have a great deal of major from Carroll college, wiH
light. He told me this at once, and
rhotographer ami son were work we got ready to take two more
popular appeal <do we hear a snick speak on the subject of the method
er). To sum it up in a few scholarly which should be used in application
ing as smoothly as any well trained “shots." However, he was so up
words, a few years ago one of our ^ r a job.
team does at the crucial moment. set by this accident, that he neprofessors said of the book. “Thej Marshall Hulbert, Lawrence's diTin 1 seconds ticked away
. . as the
. stu-. glected to tighten a screw which
;,cene of this film is laid in the rector Df admissions, w ill give the
<i<»ts whipped out their combs and connects the film mechanism and
restoration period of England, and third speech. He will consider what
lowered or raised their skirts <de-.thc motor , , uppoBed this hud been
so was the heroine, again. andj Lawrence can do in determining
pending on the legs involved) in d
and ha(J no
of teHing
as't "minute
!¡I;"**’
Nfew ,ours° s aV? a m’w
¡again!" As a passing note let u
s
i
and î n T la c ë m ^ r i i'g , a i
hurried last
“ ’ ** "¿rèpânüion
----- 1
denly there was
earth
£ ï
™
^ d,ng var‘ely ^
mention that the advanced publicity
Then suddt
i ..
*•- «... I ~
shots and no film exposed. |st.0 pe to the religious curriculumsays the moral of the story is
Shaking click
At 1L00 the men w ill move to
Lawrence, pic- , ain nol blaming him entirely, for this yCar.
«crime does not pay."
Main hall for talks and discussions
ture had been taken1
I should have handled this myself.
Majors in religion are now offer- Appleton. "P e rils of Pau lin e"
on various fields in which they may
A camera can take a lot of pun- or at least checked what he had ^ ¿ r the benefit not only of Thurs-Wed.
whinent in thirty-three years, but done. But I failed to do this.
1
those who plan to enter profession-1 In spite of many comments about ^ ulU l
iHkmte^si h ' T ”
even the most hearty of cameras
time I have a I religious work but
, . This
______is the eighth
also ofthis effort, this column is going to .«* on advertising, graduate schools,
has a limit
.
the sight of the photographed groups at Lawrence thoughtful students who wish to en-!recommend “ Perils of Pauline" as a personnel, rnsuianee and vocations
Lawrence college student body en College, with the first slip of any ,
their underst indini» ind id - truly interesting way to r e l i e v e ! >n religion. Qualified men in each
masse is apparently that limit. Two sort In fact, 1 have used this cam- Ipreciation of one of the most vital your scholarly burdened minds, of these fields will lead these disvn.li •
Hutton mugs and sings in her I cussions. To date, Joseph B. Fagot
davs later the following letter was era for 33 years, and can reinem- pr» 11" tmi i in u,i' U1 w,v
received from the Hoy Young Stu |ber only one previous “ complete sonahty
‘r Chi,raCter a" d P tr* jown screechy Ttyte. so what. ,( vouoi Marathon corporation has b.,,i
¡like it? As the girl who becomes contacted to lead the discussion on
dio:
failure" of a group We will be unEckhardt offers philosophy
, ,
o( Amcrica. Paul. personnel and W. Burnet Kaston
Hear President Pusey
able to take another photograph this of Mr
religion the first semester and .
7
,
....
..................
me
is
almost
buzzsawed,
over will talk on vocations in religion.
It in with real regret that 1 must fall, as your available dates are chiinh kiiinni"
histoiy second s. mcster
j
d
o[ run
,hc OIh
In the afternoon the talks will be
as well as
beginning religion
rrors that madc your mother beg £,
gin at 1:30 and 2:30. The first t;i'oup
j courses to supplement the usual to * 0 back next week to see what of talks from 1:30 to 2:30 w ill be
course in Bible study Mr. Easton happened. The serial sequences are on business and sales, law, journal-

New Curriculum
Established in
Religion Program

'LS?

t e i r S i m . S ^ n S ^ n . e n ^ v don° in
old
w *,h ^ ' . s m medicine and music.
E lm e r
C hn stian e thus and contenipory people moving about in stick man; Jen n in es vice-Diesident of the Thil-

FOR EVERY OCCASION

MARX
Jewelers
212 I. Collese Ave.

PASSENGERS RELY
ONCOCA-COLAAND
TRAVEL REFRESHED

rehgious thought.” to his list ol s u b - S ’
„ Ambir is burning up the X l S
^‘a ^ e i " ^ s ^ a h
J
Rio. Hutton is certainly starting no
£ . hlJsinp__ nild
In addition to these changes, the sman bonfire at the Appleton.
D
‘
£
“ . ^ e discussion
religion department is contemplat- Kox Valley—Menasha.
D e a n Katz will lead the discussion
,mg a complete revision of its pro- “The Magic R o w ” Thurs-Wed.
? Hlcd1, n™ na«,|)g edigram, which will be announced as
As you no doubt read in last
1 the Appleton Post-L rescent
soon as plans are completed.
week’s scab sheet, we of this area|W*‘* speak on journalism; and
are extremely lucky to have the C harles Sutton, who is director oi a
limited, and our future dates are Prestige programs so near to us.j^^*caK0 placement bureau and a
already set and we must move on Since we told you about "The Magic jnational officer of Phi Alpha- Sin! However, I hope that we may again Bow” which concerns itself with phonia, will speak on music. Dr.
have the privilege bf photographing the life of Piccolo Paganini, last W. B. Hildebrand of Neenah will
the faculty and students of Law  week, let us go on and give you speak on careers in medicine,
some more dope on the programs Banking and finance, the diplorence; possibly in 1948
as a whole. The entire showing will matic service, teaching, and science
Regretfully yours,
take about two hours, which means research and engineering will reRoy D Young
from 2:30 to
In \ lew of the above, the only de that anyone can see them and be in ceive consideration
..
# on time. The buses run to Menasha 3-30 k K DnVall will sneak 011
cent and honorable thing left for freqUently. in fact, they go right
* *
P
the student body to do is to take down Lawe S( ^
tht. Quad and banking and finance careers. Mr. DuVail is with the First national bank
a collet ion and:
Smith house. If you haven't seen a
urchase Hoy a new camera
British film, get wise and trot over of Appleton and has been on the
2 Purchase Roy a new film.
to see a really fine job in motion staff of the University of Wisconsin.
w
3 Purchase Roy a new son.
|picture production. Now. we re not ^ ” Harry Lewis of the Institute
Or make him king for a day and .huhting
our
own
hometown of Paper ch(>m,stry will lead the
throw in all three.
houses, but this is new and it may 1d,scussion and talk on scun<<‘ re'
search and engineering.
---.W \ A A W A V .% \ \ % V V W A W .V W .V V V V V W .W k V
■' take a little pushi
pushing to get you over
■¡ ! there. This "plug”
“ plug is my own idea,
¡» so if you don’t ilike them, tell rn<i
■J and I'll phone J. Arthur Rank im
■- mediately. If you're
yot
hesitant about
11spending your currency outside of
¡town, watch the girls burn up the
film here in town.

AFTER THE SHOW TRY

ONE DAY SERVICE
Developing & Printing

RESTA U R A N T , Inc.

;

'

W

4:

^

?

For

Sandwiches and Fountain Service ;i
215 W . College Ave.

J

Kodaks & Supplies
Greeting Cards
Gifts

IDEAL PHOTO
AND GIFT SHOP
208 E. College
Near the Campus

W V \ rt\ % V .% W Í
00

RADIO
TELEPHO NE
SERVICE
Fast service to and ♦rom
your door.
So when Qomg
to a tram , party, or dance
C ALL

P I.R A N K return
empty bottles promptly

Pott led Under Authority of the Coco-Cola Company bv
C O C A C O L A B O T T L IN G C O M P A N Y
1H01 West Haskell St, Appleton. Wisconsin
Appleton, Wisconsin
________________ û t W , t V Coco CcAo Compony

A

8600
S 'W o n d e r f u l---

RED TOP CAB CO
209 N. O NEIDA

CONWAY HOTEL
BARBER SHOP
129 N. Oneida St.
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Spirits were much improved in Appleton this week following the
Vikes’ impressive win over Grinnell last Saturday. Any second guessers who figured the team was through after the loss to Knox the week
before should be willing to admit by now that things didn't go the way
that they really should have down there at Galesburg that fateful Sat
urday. Every man played a fine brand of football against the highly
touted Iowa team. They had to to set a new conference record for
defensive play against rushes, holding the Grinnell team to a total of
minus 19 yards in this department.

Vikes to Meet Coe;
Smother Grinnell
Line Play Key to
Victory Over
Iowa Invaders

Lawrence Seeks
Third League
W in of Season

the remaining seven yards to the!
goal in two tries at the weakening
Grinnell line. Ted Roeder's try for
the extra point was perfect and the
Vikes led 7-0.
One of the most im portant factors in the w in over G rin n e ll
w as the w o rk of the hard charging V lk e forw ard w all. Tim e
The Lawrence Vikings regained Ted Roeder kicked off for the
This week-end Bernie Heselto*
and again the opposing backs found a Law ren ce p la ye r in their
their winning ways in grand style Vikes and his boot was taken by and his charges invade Coe college
o w n backfield almost before they could take the pass from cen
last Saturday as they completely Bouma on the two and run back to in an attempt to gain their th ird
ter. R unnin g plays off their short-punt form ation proved to be
outclassed a highly regarded team
eighteen yard line. After fail- conference scalp. Last week, w h tlt
p a rtic u la rly in effective for the G rin n e ll boys although their at
from Grinnell College 27-0 on Whit- ,ng
gain in three tries Grinnell the "Vikes" were shellacking the
tack seemed to be based m ain ly on this system. Bernie's boys
seemed to be able to stop anything that came their w ay off the
ing Field. It was evident us soon st.nt end Herb White back in punt jGrinnell team, the Coe aggregation
short punt and w ere almost equally as brutal in their treatm ent
as the Vikes pushed their first ¡formation. He got off a beautifuf was putting up a stiff fight against
of the opposition w hen a single w ing attack was used. The few
touchdown across in the second
^ia( was taken by Don Hubers, a tough Cornell college team. Altim es that the low ans w ere able to gain any ground at all was
w hen they sw itched to the air, but their passing game was not
jquarter that they had legained all yikmg safety man on his own forty though th«* Coe team was beaten it
up to expectations. I t ’s hard to believe that this same G rin n e ll
their power and drive that so niany yard jjnp and run back to the Pi-|was a close game, the score ending
team has a w in over K n o x to th e ir credit.
feared that they had lost following
19-6,’ with Cornell
getting the nod.
„
The Viking offense did not look as consistently good as it did in
*oss ' ° Knox the week before, oneer 36. Don almost broke awavi,,,.
/ The Kohawks" put up a gam«
some of the earlier games, but once the boys scored in the second
Lawrence line never played a from his last would-be tackier in struggle in an attempt to make it a
quarter there was no stopping them. Reed Forbush played particularly
game and the backs although his dash upfield, but as mentioned, sad Homecbming for the C o rn e ll
well from his wingback post and his fine runs of forty odd yards ¡their timing was a little off in the was downed on the Grinnell 36. In !peop*c,
which set up the first score was no doubt the turning point of the ranged first quarter played like .
_
I Even though the records show»
three
plays,
with
Forbush
and
Mc-|Coo
lsn
t
too
stronK
a
team
thoir
game. George McClellan got his best work out of the season at the champions.
fullback spot while alternate Buesing and Kucster managed to get in 1 Lawrence won th*1 toss at the be- Clellan lugging the leather, Ber- play last week-end proved they are
some pretty good licks themselves. Don Hubers, the man w’ho most R'nn*r»g of the game and captain nje-s |0OyS had counted another riot easily beaten.
In the “ K o 
resembled Charlie Trippi on Whiting field last Saturday had the crowd
‘‘^H rd to receive the .
. .
Thi
.
hawks" backfield is Bob Trickoj^
who is just what his name implies.
on its feet every time he gathered in a Grinnell punt from his safety
J *10 f,rst play of
, ' _ in‘ fh kl k .
position. His best run of the afternoon, a sixty yard run back of a punt 8 am® Ralph Buesing smashed the ° ' 1*• *"uj a*VUM
!!" He is an able runner and passer,
€
well from the
for a touchdown, was called back by a clipping penaltyy against
against Law- contei of ,hr Grinnell line for point by Roeder was perfect. Ne.th- and can worR equally
“T" or short-punt system which Coe
rence, but all who saw it are convinced that he’ll do it again often.
the rest of the quarter for at the employs. Trickey will probably
C O N FEREN C E STAN DIN G S
On the national scene the Maize and Blu e of the I ’n iversity of
W. L Pet. 1
M ichigan continued to blind the opposition as the mighty W o l
ever; especially after GrinneU's in 
3 0 1 000 ,
Cornell
verines hammered Northw estern for 49 points and then coasted
666 1 I«iw rence kicked off to open the effective use of the short-punt for
2 i
LA W R EN C E
home w ith a 49-21 w in. Coach Fritz C rlsle r’s team ranked first
cond half and before their first mation against Lawrence last Sat
500
1 i
Carleton
in the nation last week and no doubt w ill rem ain in the top
500 series of downs ran out the Pioneers urday. Chuck Elias is expected to
1 i
Ripon
spot in this w eek’s poll. F o r the first time in three years neither
Law- do the signal calling from the <iuar500 were again forced to punt
1 i
Knox
A rtn y nor Notre Dame was rated as the nation's number one foot
started what looked
ter-back spot for Coe.
1 i
500
M on mouth
ball team.
While Coe’s ends aren't very big
1 2
333 other touchdown march but the
I'he fighting Illini under the direction of Rav Elliot soundly trounced Beloit
when an attempted!they might cause quite a bit of
1 2 333 ;drive ended
a fine Minnesota team 40-13 with wide open football the order of the I Grinnell
fourth down pass was broken up trouble for the "Vike” runners. A t
0 2 000
day. Perry Moss, Illinois' great quarterback broke up the Minnesota Coe
The rest of the quarter was primar tackle. however, the team is
G
A
M
ES
TOMORROW
secondary defense with seven completed passes in as many attempts
ily a kicking duel with the visitors strengthened considerably by five
and directed an attack that completely outclass«! the Gopliers. Indi ! L A W R EN C E at Coe
showing no offensive power at the tug men, who range in weight from
ana battered Pittsburgh, favorite sparring partner of Big Nine teams, 1 Cornell at Grinnell
hands of the Vike line and the 205 to 250 Guard play for th«- 'Kowith a forty point assault while Iowa and Ohio State were engaged Beloit at Knox
hom e team not being ab le to k e e p jb a w k s ' has been on a p ar w ith a n y
in a bruising afternoon work-out that ended in a 13-13 tie. Purdue Ripon at Monmouth
lolling long enough to score. It team in the conference this sea
i
non
-conj
!
Carleton
at*
St.
Olaf
had all but a day olf ; gainst Boston university as they pounded the
should
be mentioned here that Hu son. The Coe team is out to make
I ference)
Hub City school for better than sixty points.
bers
ran
one of the Pioneer punts; this a tough game for the Lawrence
Around our own Midwest conference, Carleton racked up a 26-0 win
“ Bernie" and his boys
back
60
yards
for a score b u T th e i* « » u ad over DePauw, Beloit bowed to Ripon 27-7, Cornell beat Coe 19-6 and twenty one yards and th«' first
ure out to make sure there is no
Augustana beat that same Knox team 12-7. Cornell is one of the two down of the afternoon. Several play was nullified by a penalty|u
recurrence of the “ Knox affair ’’
conference teams that Lawrence does not meet this year and the Iowa plays later Dick Flom fumbled the against I^wrence.
Th«
'
Vikes
got
their
third
touchfor lht.
was g<MKt uru| ( ;r,„.
school has a schedule advantage over the Vikes in that they play one bali when hr was hit while atmore conference game.
tempting to circle the Grinnell down march started as the referee nt.jj found themselves on the ein*
his gun to __________________________
bark the end barrassmg end of a 21-0. scon
Tomorrow afternoon Lawrence will outclass Coe on the latter’s field right end and Casey recovered for rcachedt Ufor
I . J ....... t 1..« i
of the third
quarter. Flom and For
rhe last touchdown drive ol the
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Michigan will beat Minnesota at Ann Arbor; the visitors
Wisconsin will make it two in a row with a win over
Marquette
to take it?, early
___ ___
, ______ at An exchange of punts early in the bush ran for twenty five and twen- afternoon began
_
Madison; Illinois will Win one of the best games of the day from Purdue second quarter gave Lawrence the *-v three yards to the Grinnell twen- form as Viking’s Kucster and I ’otat Lafayette, Indiana; Northwestern will drop their third straight con- ball on their own 43 yard line and *v st*ven yard line before the teams j(.r r;tn f0(. a fu-st down in midference game to Indiana at Evanston; Ohio State will top Pittsburgh ,from this point the boys began to changed goals. A fifteen yard pen- flr |d midway through the last periin the steel city and Ioxva will journey to South Bend to put up a game move for their first score of the ally for pushing put the Vikes back (fd
Nelson who had joined the
but futile fight against the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame. The day's afternoon. Flom picked up seven 0,1 the forty-two. but on the next s<mad just five days prior to Sattop game will match the two best teams that the West Coast has seen yards on an off tackle smash and phiy Flom went all the way to the unlay's game put the Vikes deep in
since the war, California and Southern California at Berkeley. Too on the next play Reed Forbush goal line. It was the first play of iQr¡nnr|| territory with a sixteen
bad. but as it looks from here at this writing that Lynn Waldorf's went 43 yards on his favorite re- the quarter and the third touch- yard run off, a well executed re
California Bears will drop their first in six starts.
’verse. George McClellan covered down for Lawrence. Again the try verse play. Potter then pitched to
Moriarty who got to the e u ht t>efore he was downed and on th e next
play, Jo«- gathered in a Nelson pass
over the goal for the final tally.
This last scoring play was o n e that
even the Knox scouts didn t count
on. Nelson threw the ball le lt hand
ed off a fake reverse from his wingback post. The k ic k was wide and
l,awrericc led 27-0 as the g a m e went
In a cross country meet held at
into the desperation pass stage.
Neither te a m racked up a n y spec
Whiting F ield last Friday Paul Elst a c u la r y a r d a g e but th«' g a m e end
berry. ace Lawrence harrier, staged
ed with H u b e r s taking ;• Potter
a terrific drive in the Iasi seventy
act lal fo i thirty yards, th e a f t e r 
five yards to nip Wisconsin's Walt
noon s
best p a ssin g
a c c o m p lis h 
m e n t.
Dieke at the tape. The time for the
Lawrence
Grinnell
grueling three nule and one hun
Burton
L E
M White
dred yard grind wras 10.27 Despite
Chamberlain
L T
!{«•<•*
Elsberry's
accomplishments
the
Curry
L G
llebson
Badgers won the meet relatively
Larson
C
Richmond
Landsburg
R G
Casey
easily by a score of 22-33 taking
Bahnson
It T
Woodward
second, third, fourth, fifth, and
Moriarty
R E
II White
eighth. I «awrence point getters were
Bova
Q B
Steinbeck
Vogt.
sixth.
Discher. seventh.
B u rn s
1. 11
F lo m
Schmidt, ninth, and Solo, tenth Fif
W « *b b
R 11
F o rb u sh
teen runners took part in tin meet
B o o th
F B
B u e s in g ,
There will be no cross country
S co re :
meet this week, hut mentor Denny
L A W R I.N t E
I* 11 1) i:$— 27
is keeping his char <s on edge for
0 0 0 II— •
G R I N N I 1 1j
the coming meet with Ripon with
daily workouts. The morning of
1 im i M h ■■i »
1 A W I I I N« 1 HI M IIN 'I.
I'o t (t 1
November first w ill see the Blue #ji|
\ ve.
\ 4ni»
I rim
1 -1.1 \ r r
and White harriers pitted against
V ft"
11 1
13
Koi »»«»• »i
the Redmen in hopes of achieving
fill
M5
8
I1loin
s
4>
75
their first victory and .it the same
N elson
«1
2
■
1»
Kmt.
r
time spoiling Ripon's homecoming.
41
4«
11
M« C l. II.ai
That would indeed be a ver> apro
1i
7
l.t
U n ix f
2
2
i0
lln yn
pos time to do it

Ellsberry Sprints
To Victory as
Harriers Lose

Putt« r

CORRECTION:
Contradicting the announce
ment made recently in convoca
tion.
those students
taking
guests to the Homecoming dance
will be charged $1 50 admission.
This charge if due to th* fact
that the Homecoming dance is
not under the jurisdiction of the
social committee.

MAC SCORES FOR LAW REN C E - George M c C le lla n , lying on the ground holding the
ball, scored the first L aw ren ce touchdown S a tu rd a y early in the second quarter on a 5 yard
C on feren ce win O ther L a w re n ce men shrw n ore Don H ubers, N o 14 D ick Flom, N o 16
Ken Bohnson, N o 42; and Jo e M o ria ity , No. 40 on the ground at the right
! he 3 G rin n ell
bocks shown are U sh ijim a , No. 29, Boum a, N o 27, and booth, No. 24 (Post Crescent Photo)

S 1 A 11M 1< S <1 n o M iria l)
i iii" i n o w s x
fcy i ir Inn»
b y (Mr MMK
1)y p en alty
fr«.in •■i im m un*
!v;u«lr t>\ pa ssiiiK
j,,.' •i ■ ,iH<-rnpted
p u * m -« <ompl leti d
p a * '« 1 in i« n i pted by
p u n tin e uv«
\f)'
>
»i pufit* i •i iinn-it
(It n a tili «
y Ut, k»‘.t Oy p en alty

li

1.« w r
12
2
1
J41’
#9
«i

•

ftn a
0
2
1
»♦
4P

n

5
41)
113
14

*>

i
«
1M

*
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Frosh Gridders Play Ripon
In First Post-War Contest
Coach George Walter w ill take
his freshman football team to Ripon
tomorrow night to play the Red
Knights yearlings under the lights.
A is the first game that a Law 
rence freshman tram ha« been
fchedulcd to play since the fall of
1942.

The Lawrence starting line-up
Will include Phil Haas and Dirk
Ristau, two of the best backfield
prospects that have been seen here
in Appleton for years.
Both of
these men are products of Kaukaukauna High.

Pi Phis, DGs are
Hockey Winners

Delts Lead Inter-Frat G rid
Race as Second Round Begins

The AD Pi's, DG’s, Pi Phi's, and IN T ER F R A T E R N IT Y TOUCH
Thetas were victorious in last FO O T BA LL
w. L
In the line Denny Seymour of week's round of hockey games.
5
0
[Delts
Evanston, Illinois and Jim Polifka
Oct. 14: AD P i’Si beat Independ- Sig Eps
3 2
look like sure starters at the guard
3 2
Phi Delts
spots while Ross Sackett, Chuck ents, 4-1.
2
2
Phi Taus
Williams, Jim Johnson should be
Oct. 15: Thetas beat Kd’s, 4-0.
3
2
Betas
very busy filling tackle positions
Oct. 16: DG s beat Pi Phi *, 3-2
0
»
Indies
At the ends. Dave DufTy, Jim Co
Oct 17: Thetas beat A Chi Os, 5chrane. and Phil Green will get 0
Games: Thursday Oct. 16
the nod.
Oct 20: DG s beat AD P i’s, 2-0.
Delts 13, Phi Delts 2
The backfield will be rounded out
Oct 21: Pi Phi», Independents,
Sig Eps 32, Indies 0
with candidates from the follow 1-0
Phi Taus 12, Betas 9
ing list: Joe Osiewalski, Stu Dody. 1 The badminton tournament got
Bob McCabe. John Bus«,
Don under way this week, and the sched Monday Oct. 2t
Betas 12. Phi Delts 9
Exner, Bob Wilson, Bob Sorenson ule of games is posted on the W.R.A.
board in the campus gym.
Sig Eps 40. Phi Taus 0
and Bob Helgeson.
Delts 40, Indies 0.

hotly contested contest that saw the
Pet.
1.000

'iowns after the Phi
Delts had
.600
.600
.400
.400 Phi Delts 2. Both Delt scores
.000 came on passes to Forrest P. Grade
in the end zone. The Phi Delts
threatened several times on ac
curate passes by B ill Schuh but
were held at bay when deep in Delt
territory.
A well balanced attack by the
Sig Eps earned them an easy 32-0
victory over the Independents.
Haack led the offensive rush with
As the Greek touch football race two touchdown runs, and Shaver
moved into the second round of passed for 18 points to receivers
competition, the defending cham Brown, Wood and Neidemeyer.
pion Delts moved two full games
In a bitterly fought game, the
ahead of the rest of the field by Phi Taus emerged victorious over
continuing their
winning ways the Betas 12-9. The Phi Taus scor
while the Phi Delts dropped two ed the winning points with just
close decisions.
seconds to go on a pass from
The Delt-Phi Delt game was a Paulson to Tarwid.
In Monday's games, the Beta
squad administered the second de
feat of the season to a highly
favored Phi Delt team by the score
of 12 to 9. This defeat dropped
the Phi Delts into a second place
tie with the Sig Eps who found
Lawrence house has finally come the Phi Taus much to their liking
into its own.
as they won 40 to 0.
On October 16 the nine men of
The Delt offensive machine,
Lawrence house held an election in which has scored 108 points as
order to decide who was to hold against their opponents’ 4 . un
its offices of honor. Counselor leashed their fury against the In 
Yurkowitz, who abstained from vot dependents to smother them by the
ing, stated just before the election, score of 40 to 0. This victory was
“ As counselor of these men, I feel the fifth straight for the Delts and
that I am contributing more than the fifth straight loss for the Inde
my share toward the general pan- pendents.
demonium. Besides. I do not want. Games this week find the Delts
any electioneering near the ballot meeting the Phi Taus. the Beta*
k°*\ *
meet the Sig Eps. and the Phi Delts
Using seniority at his forte. B o b !wiU try to regain victory row
Bryden roared into the position of against the cellar-dwelling Indepresident with a six to two major pendents.
ity over his nearest competitor.
Chuck Knoedler. The vice-pres
idency was captured by Denny Sey
mour who nosed out Gerry DeMotts. a former V-12 student. Later
in m
the
unsuccessful
iii
e eevening
v e n i n g the
we u
n s u c c e s n u i ccono n -i_
tender for the vice-presidency was L I D f O T V D Q S G I T I Q n t
unanimously voted into the position i
•
of rodent exterminator.
( The library announces that al(The only man in the house who though the former conference room
has had a date with a girl this on the north side of the main floor
year is Chuck Knoedler.) Knoedler has now been given to the catalogwas overwhelmingly elected social »ng department, there is still one
chairman.
¡conference room left This is located
The remaining offices were filled on the north end of the downstairs
by Bill Tripp as corresponding, sec- (basement) stacks, next to the
retary. Gene Bondar as athletic di bound periodical room. The library
rector. Bill Kuenzi as songmaster, staff urges that we use this room
and Fred Locke as sergeant-at- for conferences, etc., in preference
arms.
to the main portion of the stacks
At the close of elections, coun and the reading rooms A large
selor Yurkowitz stated that he felt conference table and other necesconfident that an honest adminis- saries have been furnished in this
tration had been elected by the rodm, and therefore it should prove
sober citizens of I«iwrence house. 1as convenient as the previous room

These Men are
Solid Citizens
And Prove It!

Conference Room
Is A vailab le in

.■sss».
lf

Nice, but it can't
last forever! Come in now

; ; S

b

« n u * °y

and see our complete
line of JA C K ET S to
wear now and in
the colder days ahead.
(There will be some
honest!) Smart, lightweight
jackets for men
and women — all colors,
all kinds, all sizes . . ,
Everything for the Sportsma.i
At

J k A LW A Y S M IL D E R
B
B E T T E R T A S T IN G
C
C O O L E R S M O K IN G

Berggren Bros.
SPORT SHOP
121 N. Appletoa St.

M«uu

U

Phone 875
Next to Areode
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Reporter Finds Out W hat W e Think* 1"™ wA
‘r
Convention
About Proportional Voting
Proportional representation in
student body government occasion
ally comes down to the boiling book review
point when linked with results of
student council meetings and the
word “tradition.”
Some of the asked for opinions
as to disadvantages of present sys
tem of student body government
ran thus: there are too many stu
dents that are not represented and B Y RO G ER C H RISTIA N SEN
consequently there is poor interest;
"In our time we have seen the day is the largest, most terrifyingly
unequal representation in fraterni authoritarian state arrived at by the brutal police-slave state ever seen
ties
sororities,. some ..«vi«*
having communist route and by the fascist in recorded history There can be
nr» and
«1.« #u,w,.u»
ninety members and others have route and if we can discern anv no doubt in even the most skepti
only forty or fifty-still they have general historical tendency it is a cal mind that the almost endless
only one vote for each organization. trend toward totalitarianism." Grandocumentation of Soviet action, as
Another fraction contended that ville Hicks makes this statement in
fraternities and sororities ere pres-ia recent article in “ Partisan Re Kravlhenko presents it, docs not
sure groups on campus and there view.” It serves as a warning to all,^ave basis in truth Even discount
fore should have only one vote.
I thinking, freedom-desiring people ing for the fact that the author
Another person quipped, "Inter- but at the same time it supposes wishes to present himself in the
est is so lacking in student body that we are cognizant that both fasthe mass of
that what happens is of no conse- cism and communism lead to dicta1,1 possible light

russian imperialism stalks
world, says kravchenko

Ariel Staff
b Appointed

Managing editor Shirley Hanson
will report on the Associated Col
legiate press convention at the
meeting of the “ Lawrentian” staff
and reporters to be held next Wed
nesday night at 7:00 in Maui hall,
Dorothy Perschbacher. editor-»room II.
cheif of the “ Ariel," recently an»
The program, in charge of news
, nouneed that the section editors
editors Eva Hirsch and Janet Fanfor the college annual have been
cher, will concentrate on how ehosen.
anting style can be unproved. I l*i charge of the administration

division will be Beverly Pearson
while Shirley Gregor will edit the
section for classes. The unit of or
ganizations and clubs will be un
At its last meeting, the Student der Barbara Genrich and Helen
i Walker will handle the conserva
Christian association made more tory material for Lawrence's year
permanent plans for the aid to book.
Nancy Moran will be the girl to
churches committee. It was decided
that S.C.A. members would go to watch over the activities section.
The men's sports will be edited by
New London Sunday to help with
Sunday school in the morning and Paul Pavlock and Janet Francher
quence to any other than those on torship. The late effort should leave evidence is such
to be over the youth meeting in the evening. wil arrange the women's sports pag
es.
the executive committee.”
Some no doubt in anyone's mind that 1whelming,
|A banquet will be hold in their
Copy editors have been appointed
people didn't know we had student fascism lends to totalitarianism The! Late in the book Kravchenko honor. Waupaca will be Uie next
too. according to Dorothy I’erschgovernment, tlndian summer last facl liiat communism arrives at the'
'
town in which Lawrence students bacher.
They are Gail Out land
Thursday.)
same end is not yet clear in thej *taU“s his amazement at the ignor- will help in church teaching.
and Nancy Wood. Elaine Johnson
Many people wondered why theimind® oi ,nany oi our people. Due ance and at times blind stupidity of
Weekly discussions are in sesstudent activity ticket price was to t*le propaganda intentionally and Amencan leaders and people in sion at the various fraternity houses has been appointed to carry on the
raised
when
sentiments
were unintentionally rained upon Amer- general to the truth about Russia for a11 those students who wish to art work for the publication and no
definite appointments will be made
against it. Was it because football Ilcans durinfi the war the facts about
for the typists. Those who signed
road trips would have been cut out communism m Soviet Russia has He says, “If the Soviet Union with-i______!_________
up for the typing work will be no
in
twenty
years
should
be
half
at
J
U
a
m
J
«
or was pressure put on the Execu->been “ mass #wf Ci ° U^ d'
when they are needed.
O M 1 W O O O M e Cl CIS tified
tive council
l,nR stal<*m(*n,s- « Cho!* » rcedora" good as its American admirers
The dummy is now at the print
* »■
'by Victor A. Kravchenko is our first think it is already, then it would
er and engravers where it is being
The main contention was that ,.asiIy aVailab,c. easy-to-read acassessed and when it is returned the
proportional representation would count Qf
soviet Communist road be the greatest social achievement
in
history."
“Soviet
admirers”
in
be a fairer means of running a stu- lo oppression.
At the last meeting of the Town editor will announce who is to do
dent body government Opinion j Up until April 3. 1944. when he cludes such people as Henry W al Girl's association, Phyllis Worm the writing of the copy.
likewise contended that freshmen turned against communism and lace, Wendell Willke, ex-ambassa wood was elected L.W A. represen
should be allowed to vote.
placed himself in the safekeeping dor Davies and the host of left wing tative for the group. Mary AnsExactly what CAN the council of American public opinion, Krav- writers of the post World War I cheutz, president of L W .A , gave a
decide that will effect the activi- chenko was one of the “ bright period For Kravchenko the Amer brief talk on how L*. W. A. affects
ties of the students on campus. The young men” of Russia. Born during ican fabrication of the paradise of .town girls.
questions raised would be impor- the 1905 revolution his life is a Soviet Russia is a blinding myth
tant if there were something im- documentation of the Soviet rise which substitutes for realities.
portant to vote on.
to “ vlast” or power. Son of a non- Kravchenko is pro-Russian but
Students feel that our student Bolshevik revolutionaire his entire anti-communistic. He believes in
council is ably run but is only mock background and training is based the socialist ideal but the facte pre
Suitable tor Formol or
organization with absolutely no upon the ideal of the socialist revo- sented in “ I Chose Freedom” must
power . . .built on tradition and lution. His whole life was spent in not be ignored by any living, and |
Evening W e a r . . .
subject to the desires of the c o l l e g e working toward the realization of wishing-to-continue-so, American
Size 14
administration.
the people's right to freedom
------ -------through socialist means. “ I Chose
R IP O N B IT S R ID E
Inquire at
I P ^ C |n l n
Freedom” is written to show that
Students may buy tickets for
ll% V * 3 I O T 6
the present soviet government has
302 N. Lawc Street
long since abandoned that dream S I.50 at the business office until
•r
and is embarked on a program of Wednesday for bus fare to Ripon
next Saturday. The bus leaves at
The Internationa] Relations clu b 'w<!ri d do,n«nation via lht> Powcr noon for the Lawrence- Ripon
Call 3249
will hold a short meeting at 7:00 P ° ' lt,cs r°ute.
same.
p. m. on Oct. 30 in room 11. Main
!t wou,d require too much space
hall, to elect officers for the cur- to Present all the evidence Kravrent year and to discuss and or- chenko gives on the reign of the
ganize future meetings. Plans a n d Soviets. It will suffice to say that
topics will be chosen to conform he presents clearly and without a
with student interest.
1shadow’ of a doubt that Russia to-

SCA Leaders Go
To New London

Town G irls Group

Now - wo toll yon

Fox Fur Jacket

On October 30

M odern D ry C lean er
BETTER DRY C LEA N IN G

JU N IO R S
Please indicate your choice of hours for your A R IE L picture
below. See article in ibis issue for dates and times.
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lawrence minority groups point
toward more alert student body
MIO.M T H E E D IT O R IA L B O A R D
Lust week’s editorial pointed out that the ma
jority of Lawrence college students seem to be
Uninterested and intellectually dead.

In spite of

this, there is a minority group of students on

always characterized
taneous kind.

Lawrence

pep—the spon

Each Lawrentian should decide for

himself whether or not he wants to cheer.

Most

of us do want to cheer and yell and shout and

This Week.
Planes of the G reek governm ent under Premier Sophoulis dropped

a

million pamphlets over the guerrilla territory in northern Greece.
Amnesty was offered to all who would turn in their guns, but the
response to the liberal plea was small. Orders of No Compromise
has come from editorials in “ Pravda” and the Communist press
in Athens, “ Rizopistia.”

Sw ell! P ero n ’s five-year plan for Argentine economy may last for ten or fif
teen years. This prediction was made public in face of the fact
Intellectually alert.
that factory production is down 40 per cent. Shortages in essentials
can, but let'*» not force others to conform to this
The first concrete indications of an intellectual I
are developing and gold resources dropping despite import regu
peppy attitude. That way our pep w ill be spon
lations.
veviv< I among Lawrence students are beginning to
taneous and really pep!
Larry MacPhail resigned as president of the New York Yankees this
appear in campus life. Slow ly and somewhat
•ainpus that seems to be thinking for itself and is

feebly the intellectual uplift is germinating in
thi- ruins of a war-inspired mentality from seeds
that may flourish into the mecca of learning that
•very college should In*

stomp and go wild at football games.

L et’s cheer if we want to and yell as loud as we

strid tosses problems to faculty;
"lawrentian" throws it back!

“ Frankly Speaking” is (he name of Jim iny Byrnes’ new book. It grew
“ I have found not one faculty member who is
out of the diplomatic struggle in which lie took part as former
willing to help in the pep program.” That is the
Secretary of State. Frank and to the point, Byrnes doesn’t stop to
statement made by the Lawrence college pep
pull punches.
chairman, Roland Stud last Thursday in his plea
Stassen and Taft met in a friendly fraternity spirit at a banker's con
for more pep at Lawrence.
vention in Iowa la3t week.
Object: Unity of the Republican
To be sure Lawrence should have more pep
Brethren.
if Lawrentians want more pep. That’s certain.
However, we believe that pep should come from
the Lawrence college student body, not from the
instructors.
We think that the function of a
October 10, 1947
Lawrence teacher is to teach.
Dear President Pusey:
The feeling that teachers should be interested
I wish you would express to the Lawrence
in everything that the student is interested in is
student body the very grateful appreciation of
Coe College for the contribution of $1(50.36 they
evidence of immature thinking. W e are in col
have made to our Chapel Fund. The more I
lege and should realize that college professors
think about it the more I am convinced that the
obviously aren’t going to be interested in every
Midwest Conference Colleges, since they have
thing we are. Although we welcome Lawrence
a common mission, ought to have an even closer
relationship than our athletic competition provides.
teachcrs to all our games since they are a vital
I hope during the course of this year that we may
part of the Lawrence community, this idea that
be able to work out some other relationships
they must support the Law rence college pep pro
to bring Coe and Lawrence even closer than
they are.
gram is merely an attempt to apply high-school
Gratefully yours.
thinking to college problems. The pep problem
BY RO N S. H O LLIN SH EA D (signed»
belongs w ith the pep committee and the students
Byron S. Hollinshead
of Lawrence college, not with the professors.
President

Si ill more promising is the fact that students
themselves have been the sowers of these seeds:
of the revival of old clubs, of the formation of new
eiubs, and of the tentative clubs still in the mak
ing
The philosophy club and the S C A are two
new eiubs receiving wholesome student support.
An i ven closer indication of student interest in
intellectual Activities is evidenced in discussion
Hubs that are originating in social groups and
wound teachers.
r*i* revival and suppoit of old clubs has been
encouraging. Last year it w as the IR C and the
A rt a* , ociation, and the yeat the debate club has
not only been organized but the Executive com
mit tie, reflecting student sentiment, has given it
three hundred dollars Tentative clubs of which
the college is in shameful need, especially in the
fields of science and mathematics, are beginning
to crystallize.
It isn't necessary today to I<m>L far to find
•omcone willing to discuss economics or psychol
ogy
Only the future w ill tell if these signs are
premature; and only Lawrence students can pre
vent them from being premature. Forthcoming
data on library circulation, on attendance at fac
ulty recitals and at the Artist series, and the
tucces* of the many college clubs w ill write the
final answer. J
Y«*!*lerday the Fou Valley theatre in Menasha
^
B y supporting these organizations and by started their series of foreign pictures. The thea
founding new ones to take care of existing needs, tre has chosen five good pictures, produced abroad,
these efforts can grow to include all Lawrentians. which w ill be given one a week for five weeks.
This week’s picture is “ The Magic Bow ,” which
abounds with good music from the violin of Y e 
hudi Menuhin.
The series is a venture which is entirely new in
The position of pep on the Lawrence college this area. A series of this type was started sev
e m n p u s has changed considerably due to the in- eral years ago in Milwaukee’s Downer theatre
flu( ■nee of the war years tin the campus. No and was so successful there that the theater con
longer is every student who wishes to be con tinued the policy and now specializes in foreign
sidered loyal to "all which Lawrentians hold pictures.
If supported, this plan w ill be condear" expected to present himself at every foot- 1tinued by the theater.
b 'I game madly yelling his head off No longer
A venture of this type should appeal to college
ih loyally measured in terms of the volume which students and needs our support if it is to be
a student’s lungs can hold
A more mature atti continued. These movies are of an unusually
tude toward pep is observed.
high calibre and are of a kind that would not
W e realize that veterans with a baby on each otherwise be brought to this section of Wisconsin.
arm may not care to scream and jump up and If you are at all interested in these pictures, we
down <»n the stands
There are other students urge you to show the Fox Valley theater that
who don’t particularly feel like stomping and you are behind their new policy by attending
yelling and yet are as loyal to Lawrence as any at least some of these pictures. Don’t miss this
Lawrentian. We realize that they need not cheer I opportunity to bring more really good entertain
If till' don’t feel like it.
ment to the Fox valley communities and to Law’Our pep should be of the variety which has rence college students.

fox valley gets better
brand of entertainment

war brings new attitude
on pep at lawrence

week. His co-partncrs, Del Webb and Dan Topping have chosen
George Weiss to succeed him.

do you agree with them about...
B Y C ARO L BU TTS
S A Y IN G OF TH E W E E K : “ He too serve* a certain p a r.
pose who only stands and cheers."
—H. B. Aadm.s.
“ Education is a thing of which only a few are capable; teach as
you will, only a small percentage will profit by your most zealous
energy.”
—(ieorge Gissing
“The direction in which education starts a man will determine his
future life.”
—Plato
“The very spring and root of honesty and virtue lie in the felicity of
lighting on a good education.’*
—Plutarch
“ Our glorious land to-day
Neath education’s sway.
Soars upward still.
Its halls of learning fair
Whose bounties all may share
Behold them everywhere
On vale and hill.”
—S. F. Smith
“ One of the benefits of a college education is to show the boy its
little avail.'
—Emerson.
** ’Tis education forms the common mind;
Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined.”
— Pope

“ I consider an human soul without education like marble in a quar
ry which shows none of its inherent beauty ’til the skill of the polisher
fetches out the colours."
—Joseph Addison
“ All educated Amerkfms, first or last, go to Europe.’’
—Emerson.
“ A teacher affects eternity; he can never tell where his influence
stops.'*
—Henry Adams.
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